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WHO ARE WE?
VISION

• Leading platform to reach young engineers in Europe
• Provide skills, network and opportunity to express thoughts
• Consciousness about position, role and responsibility for society
WHO ARE WE?

- A Network of young engineers from across Europe
- All disciplines and levels of education
- Members of national engineering associations
- Founded in 1994, official NGO in 2018
European Young Engineers
The Voice of Young Engineers in Europe

OUR MEMBERS

- 20 member organisations
- >250,000 young engineers
- 17 countries
- 17% growth in 2018
OUR MEMBERS

ACE (UK)
ANEIL (LU)
BNEI (FR)
COGITI (ES)
EI (IE)
EYE-CZ (CZ)
EYE-HR (HR)
EYE-UK (UK)
FI (FR)
FNTS (BG)

IDA (DK)
ie-Net (BE)
IOL (FI)
KIVI (NL)
NITO (NO)
OE (PT)
STELEKS (BA)
UESA (MT)
VDI (DE)
YRP (UK)
STRUCTURE

- "Task Force"
- Leads the organization
- Follows the decisions of the Council
- Business development and strategy
- Maintains records and contacts
- Public Relations

- Representation of Member Associations
- Member Associations give mandate to Council Member
- Decision-making by democratic decision
- Council meets twice a year

EYE Board

EYE Council

EYE CONERENCE

Member associations
Task Force

- Secretary General (SG, 2 years)
- Deputy Secretary General (DSG, 2 years)
- Treasurer (2 years)
- Task Force Member (TF, 1+1 years)
What do we do?
Network
We bring together young engineers

Mobility
We faster mobility by encouraging to work and study abroad

Exchange
We build connections between national associations

Knowledge
We enable the sharing of experiences, best practices and knowledge
European Young Engineers

The Voice of Young Engineers in Europe

PUBLIC RELATIONS

01 Website

Supporting an HIV-Project in Kenya

April 6, 2018 / By Paolo Vinduga / In 0

02 Blog and e-Magazine

03 Social Media

04 Newsletter

European Young Engineers (EYE) promoted by Paolo Vinduga - May 12 2018 04:36 PM

The second new member of the EYE Council is CQ3T from Spain, represented by CQ3T's coordinator, welcome to the Council. We're looking forward to a good cooperation.

Newsletter First Third 2018

We are happy to present the first EYE newsletter of 2018, covering the first three months of this exciting year. We already have a lot to report and we want to keep this newsletter informative and on point, take a look on our steadily updated homepage for more interesting articles and information.

http://www.europeanengineers.eu

- Upcoming Events -

First things first. Before summarizing the past three months, we would like to take your attention to some upcoming events in early summer:

EYE Conference

EYE's spring conference 2018 falls under the theme "Sustainable Engineering" and will be hosted by the young engineers' department of Federation of Scientific and Technical Unions in Bulgaria (FMTS).
CONFERENCES

• History of 42 conferences

• Workshops, Key Notes and Industrial Visits as a key element

• Up to 200 visitors

• Networking opportunities, e.g. Gala Dinner
NEXT CONFERENCE

EYE MALTA
EMERGING TECH

4-7 OCTOBER 2018
BECOME A MEMBER!
Join the European Young Engineers to represent young engineers in your country

National Engineering Associations of any discipline can become a member. Contact us via office@eyengineers.eu for more information.

- Free membership!
  Support EYE by sending representatives or hosting conferences

- Simple joining procedure
  Join during next Council Meeting

- Benefits for you…
  Representation on an international level and visibility through our media channels

… and your members
  Access to our network and conferences: Develop professional skills and gain international experiences.
The Voice of Young Engineers in Europe

European Young Engineers MTU
c/o Sunny Finants OU
Pärnu maantee 141
11314 Tallinn
Estonia